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News from the Field ~ Thailand 
Elephant Healthcare & Welfare Emergency Lifeline Fund* 

Supporting the wellbeing of Asian elephants during the COVID-19 pandemic 

Emergency and follow-up veterinary care treat painful 
conditions in the mouth and feet—and everything in 
between! 

Dr. Wachiraporn is on call. Her patient is a male calf 
named Namchok who is unable to open his mouth or 
eat.  Photo top right. 

His mahouts tried to feed him his favorite food—ripe 
bananas—which Namchok picked up, wedged into the 
corner of his mouth, then let fall to the ground without 
chewing or swallowing.  

Dr. Wachiraporn examined him and noticed that he 
was pinching his lips together; he suddenly let a 
mouthful of saliva drip onto the ground. While he was 
subsequently able to open his mouth and eat several 
bananas, he returned to pursing his lips. Photo right. 

Dr. Wachiraporn suspects Namchok may have a 
toothache from a loose tooth, or is in the process 
changing his lower teeth set. She administered pain-
relieving and anti-inflammatory medication and will 
continue to monitor him for any changes. 

In other news, Dr. Panida reported that mahouts in 
Mae Taeng Elephant Park and Clinic—along with Mr. 
Kajon, her veterinary nurse—conducted follow-up 
work on an elephant's painful foot. Photo bottom left. 

While in Mae Taman Elephant Camp, Mr. Samat 
continued to work on the elephant’s nail. (Since the 
elephant was not trained with protected contact, rope 
restraint—and food treats—were used during the 
prodedure.) Photo bottom right. 

We wish all the elephants a speedy recovery and 
thank Dr. Wachiraporn and Dr. Panida for their work! 
Of course, their work would not be possible 
without the financial support of our kind and 
generous donors. Thank you! 

!  CLICK HERE to learn more or donate to our 

Elephant Emergency Lifeline Fund*

!  CLICK HERE for more news and stories                                 

*A  collaborative project of Elephant Care International, Work for Wild Life, and Golden Triangle Asian Elephant Foundation
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